Drugs on the Docket Podcast

Season 1 Episode 4 – *United States v. Angelos*, federal mandatory minimums, and sentencing reform with Weldon Angelos and Paul Cassell

**SHOW NOTES:**

- Cohost Biography: [Erik Luna](#)
- Guest Biography: [Paul Cassell](#)
- Guest Biography: [Weldon Angelos](#)
- Forbes article: "Trump Pardons Cannabis Entrepreneur, Clemency Activist, And Hip-Hop Producer Weldon Angelos"
- Opinion: *United States v. Angelos*
- United States Sentencing Commission report: "Section 924 (C) Firearms"
- Federal Bureau of Prisons: "An Overview of the First Step Act"
- Policy brief: [States Reform Act](#)
- Marijuana Moment article: "Congressional Talks On Marijuana Banking And Expungements Bill Intensify As Advocates Push For Equity Amendments"
- ACLU report: "The War on Marijuana in Black and White"
- Drug Enforcement and Policy Center webinar: "Not a SAFE bet: Equitable Access to Cannabis Banking"
- Drug Enforcement and Policy Center publication: "Not a SAFE Bet: Equitable Access to Cannabis Banking, An Analysis of the SAFE Banking Act"
- Web page: [The Weldon Project](#)
- Web page: [Mission Green](#)